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"The  compatible  computer  softwares  were  needed  to  support  library  network. " What does

Compatible  mean in Persian?

��ه��و ����ز��ر 
آ�هم ه���ز

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The manager held talks with his Turkish ................ on some economic issues.

liason counterpart trainer source

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We have ...................  big problems for using digital libraries these days.

hesitated encouraged excecuted encountered

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The publication .................. of some newspapers increased in the war period.

performance frequency coplement vector

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A(n)   ………......  collection  of  reference  works  is  what  the  library  is  known  for.

extensive persistent skillful adequate

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

" The system  has  proven  inadequate  in  meeting  the  needs  of  the  library." The Persian

equivalent of 

Inadequate  is ................ .

آ��� ر�ط�� ������ب آم

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"The Web provides a timely, ............, convenient, and direct way to get materials.

quick delayed mutual professional

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some search engines will only ................. search  queries the Web page titles.

innovate hamper match hesitate

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We can ................ reference services of unlimited possibility.

creatively creation creative create

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In general, …………  authors  are  those   who  have  written  a  large  number  of  books  in  their 

life  time.

 

prolifically proliferate prolific proliferation

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 More  dictionaries ……….......    many  useful  and  practical  examples  for   each  word.

rely on emulate coordinate  hold inside

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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"For  a   system  to  be  user- friendly,  it  has   to  be  easy   for  the   users  to   interact  with it." 

Interact  means ....….... in Persian .

   

آردن ��ر�� دا
�ن ����� ����دا
�ن � دا
�ن ا�ط��ق

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It  is  almost   impossible  to  ……………….. the  number  of  related  articles  existing  in   a  

database.

  

quantify command train permit

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"There  is  a variation  in the  number  of   results  of   various  search   engines."  Variation   means

………....... in Persian .

��وع ���د ���!ض �و#�"

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Directories  are  ………..   for  document  records  that   do  not  contain   full  text  and   for   finding 

  precise  answers  such  as  known  authors  or  titles.

usefully use useful usage

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

National    library    building  is  a  considerable  cultural  building  in  every  country. Considerable 

means .....……. .

founding indicative important  minor

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The  library  building  plan  has  to be  revised  before  it  is  ………   into  the  project.

implemented innovated expressed respected

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"The   new  student  showed  us  his   holiday snapshot."  Snapshot  means ………......... .

formal photograph  informal   photograph

improvement preparation

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Is it  true  that  ………..  are  the  systems  and  processes  that  are  used  to  communicate  or  

broadcast  information?

communicative communicatively

communications communicate

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Library  and  information  sciences  is an ……………   field, related  to IT , management , psychology,

documentation, etc.

interdisciplinary assuming

efficient accessible

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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In  every  search, one  should  refine  false  drops  from  the  related  documents. Refine  means

………....... .

make  blurred make  popular

reduce make   more  polished

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Although  I  have  said  it  many  times , I  would  like  to ……….........  that  I  am  not  an  economist.

emphatically emphatic emphasize emphasis

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"In   some  old  libraries conventional  classification  systems  are  still  in use."  Conventional

should   mean ………...... .

comprehensive traditional protective degrading

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If  you   cannot  look up  the  meaning  of  a word  in the  reference  section, it  is   hardly  possible 

to  look   it  up  ………............... .

however everywhere somewhere elsewhere

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Manuscript  section  of  famous  libraries  is   to   be ………........ controlled.

relevantly typically creatively remotely

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"The  poor  student  corresponded  with   her  father  via   email  only."  Via  means ……......... .

into through according to whithout

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The   ……………..   of  a  system  is  the  way  in which  its  different  parts  are  related  and  how 

they  work  together.

  

organization organizes organized organize

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A  chief  librarian  should   conduct  the  indexing  process  most  of  the  time. Conduct  means ……

................ .     

manage separate appear vanish

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

To  keep  your  computer  …………......  properly, you  need  to  install  an  antivirus  software.

function functional functioned functioning

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"The   metric  system  of   measurement  is  used  in  most   parts  of  Iran."  Measurement    means

......…........... in Persian.            

ا�داز$ �ر��" ا�داز$   ��ريا�داز$ �ر��ن ا�داز$

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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